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to see if there is any difference in the contest of the different ones used.

Then you could trace a particular one, translate it in these particular instances,

you could. look that one up in the back of Younk's Concordance using merely

nglish letters. You Co'lld. look it up there in the back and. If you found there

that word was translated 3xx 183 times as 9borroW' and twice as "require" and.

once as "ask" and nine times as*demand9. That would be pretty goo evidence

that "borroQ" was the ideal we to translate it and that seemed to be appropriate,

That would be pretty strong evidence, if you found that. Now as you look at

those, if yu'll find, that they use "borrow" 183 times, you would. certainly

have more difficulty in looking up "borrow" in the front u and. taking out f?orn

that two or five cases where it definitely has the clear implication of this.

On the other ha-id if you find anything like "require" or "demand" you might say.,N

do you require or demand something t}at you 'e going to give back again? The

word prove it , but look up the instances. Look up require or demand

in the front, find, the cases where theword. is translated that way, see if it is

this same particular word, look at the aDntext and you can probably make a

judgment just by the five or six words quoted there. If you

which can e done by anyone who knows English. It requires no 1-nowledge of

Hebrew to do this particular assignment.But, of course, those of you whc do

knc.w Hebrew will naturally do it In the more xx scholarly way using Brewn rather

than the other, but you can get sufficient ata for this particular problem

from You-ig's. Now this assignment is only a half hour assignment. I don't think

anybody ought to take longer than half an hour. If you can't find five instances

which means a promise to return in half an hour's time, either you are terrifica]y

slow or else there are mighty few 5tfl21Ce5. xkx This is a half hour's

pggfl1ent. If anyone takes longer it wi1ll e because you become particularly

inerested in the subject and desire to do it rather than that it is Part of

the assignment.
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